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A BSTRACT
The isolation property of database theory guarantees to avoid problems of not synchronized parallel execution of
several transactions. In this paper we propose an algorithm for an optimal transaction schedule for the different
cores of a multi-core CPU with minimal execution time ensuring the isolation property. Optimizing the transaction
schedule is a combinatorial problem, which is ideal to be solved by quantum annealers as special form of quantum
computers. In our contribution we show how to transform an instance of the transaction schedule problem into
a formula that is accepted by quantum annealers including a proof of validity and optimality of the obtained
result. Furthermore, we analyze the number of required qubits and the preprocessing time, and introduce an
approach for caching formulas as result of preprocessing for the purpose of reducing the preprocessing time. In
an experimental evaluation, the runtime on a quantum annealer outperforms the runtime of traditional algorithms
to solve combinatorial problems like simulated annealing already for small problem sizes.
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1

M OTIVATION

transactions must be dealt with. The most widely
approach to dealing with the conflicts that arise is the use
of locks: Each transaction acquires a lock for an object
before access and releases it after access, which prevents
concurrent access to an object. If a transaction wants
to acquire a lock held by another transaction, then this
transactions is blocked until the lock is released. Hence
there is some delay of executing a set of transactions with
conflicts due to blocking.

Transactions are a basic concept of databases: A
transaction is a series of operations, carried out by
a single user or application program, which reads or
updates the contents of a given database. Transactions
of several users and applications are typically processed
in parallel for optimal performance.
Database
management systems apply sophisticated methods to
avoid problems of not synchronized parallel execution
In this paper we deal with optimizing the transaction
of several transactions by guaranteeing the so called schedule, which determines the order of parallel
isolation property, which requires concurrently executed executions of transactions on different cores of a multitransactions to not influence each other.
core CPU, such that delays are avoided by running
To ensure the isolation property, conflicts between only transactions in parallel, which do not block
1
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• proof of validity and optimality of the proposed
approach,
• proposing a cache of precomputed formulas in order
to speed up the preprocessing time for generating the
formulas for quantum annealing,
• a complexity analysis of the preprocessing time, the
number of possible keys for a cache of precomputed
formulas and the number of required qubits, and
• an extensive experimental evaluation comparing the
runtimes of quantum annealers with the simulated
annealing algorithm.
This paper is an extended paper of [6], which extends
[6] by detailing more about the basics, providing the
proofs of validity and optimality, discussing approaches
to reduce the preprocessing times by caching parts of
the formulas to be generated, analyzing the influence of
the number of required variables in the formulas on the
runtimes and discussing further related work.
We introduce the basics about transactions,
transaction management and quantum computers in
Section 2. Section 3 covers the main part of the work,
the formal model for the problem and the transformation
from this model into a formula suitable for a quantum
annealer including proofs of validity and optimality and
an approach for caching the generated formulas. We
provide a short insight into the implementation and the
used software in Section 4. We estimate the number
of required qubits, and analyze the complexity of
preprocessing, the number of possible keys for a cache
of precomputed formulas and experiments on a quantum
annealer in Section 5. We finally summarize and provide
a small outlook for future work in Section 7.

Transaction

Optimize
Transaction
Schedule

CPU
Process
Transactions

Quantum
Annealer

Database Server
Figure 1:
Hardware accelerating transaction
schedules via quantum annealing

each other.
The problem of finding an optimal
transaction schedule is basically a job shop scheduling
problem, which additionally needs to consider conflicts
between transactions1 .
Note that the job shop
scheduling problem is among the hardest combinatorial
optimization problems [16], such that utilizing hardware
acceleration [20] of the optimization of transaction
schedules is a key technology for optimizing transaction
schedules. Besides massive parallel hardware like GPUs
and FPGAs, hardware acceleration includes quantum
computing with special forms like quantum annealing
solving quadratic unconstrained binary optimization
(QUBO) problems [10, 17]. After preprocessing of
a given problem like the optimization of transaction
schedules by reformulating it to a QUBO problem,
quantum annealers solve the problem in constant
time in contrast to other hardware accelerators [19].
Please see Figure 1 for our proposed approach to
utilize quantum annealing as hardware accelerator for
optimizing transaction schedules.
Our main contributions are
• proposing a formula runnable on quantum
annealers for an optimal scheduling of transactions
synchronized by 2-phase-locking protocol with
preclaiming of all locks at begin of transaction and
holding all locks until end of transaction,
1

2

BASICS

This section is dedicated to the basics of transaction
management (see Section 2.1) and quantum computers
(see Section 2.2) with special focus on quantum
annealing.

2.1

Transaction Management

A transaction t =< s1 , ..., sn > of length n is a
series of operations si , carried out by a single user or
application program, which reads or updates the contents
of the database [8]. Each operation si = ai (ei ) consists
of the type of access ai ∈ {r, w}, where r represents a
read access and w a write access, and the object ei to be
accessed.
For example, the transaction t =< r(A), w(A), r(B),
w(B) > is of length |t| = 4.
Since transactions often need to access a database
at the same time and thereby often reference the same
objects, transactions in a database system are required

We can actually reduce the job shop scheduling problem to the
transaction schedule problem by considering the jobs as transactions,
which do not have any conflicts between each other.

2
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to fulfill the so-called ACID properties [8]. The focus
here is on the fulfillment of the (I)solation property,
which guarantees to avoid problems of unsynchronized
parallel execution of several transactions and requires
concurrently executed transactions to not influence each
other.

of two subsequent phases, the locking phase and the
release phase. During the locking phase, the transaction
may acquire locks but not release them, whereas the
release phase requires the release of previously required
locks. If a transaction has released a lock, it may not
acquire any new ones. There is a distinction between
read locks (also called shared locks) and write locks
(also called exclusive locks). Variants of the protocol
2.1.1 Conflict Management
include the conservative two-phase-locking protocol and
To ensure the isolation property, conflicts between the strict two-phase-locking protocol. The conservative
transactions must be dealt with. The simplest strategy to variant (preclaiming) requires that all locks that are
deal with conflicts would be to execute the transactions required during a transaction are acquired before the
serially. Since this is too slow for operational systems transaction is started.2 The strict variant holds all locks
and also many transactions do not conflict with each until the end of a transaction, which avoids cascading
other at all, in practice transactions are executed in aborts occurring in case of so called dirty reads of
parallel. There are various approaches to dealing with objects written by transactions, which are later aborted
the conflicts that arise, one of them is the use of locks. resulting in an abort of the current transaction as well.
For this purpose, each transaction acquires a lock for In this contribution, we consider the combination of the
an object before access and releases it after access, thus conservative and the strict two-phase-locking protocol in
preventing concurrent access to an object.
our transaction model, which results in a serial execution
The two-phase-locking protocol (see Figure 2) is a of all transactions that access the same objects.
locking protocol that requires each transaction consisting

2.1.2
# held locks
of transaction

a) 2 Phase Locking

Let T be the set of transactions, D be the set of data
objects. Two transactions i ∈ T and j ∈ T are in
conflict with each other if there exists two operations of
these transactions being in conflict with each other. Two
operations ai (e) ∈ i and aj (e) ∈ j of the transactions
i and j are in conflict with each other if they access the
same object e ∈ D and at least one of the operations is
writing the object:

Transaction T

Locking
Phase

Release
Phase

ai (e) in conflict with a0j (e) if

time

∃i, j ∈ T, e ∈ D, ai (e) ∈ i, a0j (e) ∈ j :
i 6= j ∧ (ai = w ∨ a0j = w)

# held locks
of transaction

b) Strict Conservative 2 Phase Locking

We assume that accesses to the same object e ∈ D
are serialized and we use the notation ai (e) → a0j (e)
in order to denote that the operation ai (e) is executed
before a0j (e). The isolation property is therefore fulfilled
if all conflict operations of conflicting transactions i ∈ T
and j ∈ T (i 6= j) are processed in the same order of
transactions:

∀ai (e) ∈ i, a0j (e) ∈ j :

Transaction T

Preclaiming
of locks
(avoids deadlocks)

Conflicts

time
Holding all locks
until End of Transaction
(avoids cascading aborts)

(ai = w ∨ a0j = w) ⇒ ai (e) → a0j (e)
2

Figure 2: a) Two-phase-locking protocol with
locking phase and release phase, and b) the strict
conservative two-phase locking protocol
3



Please note that for those transactions, for which the required
locks are not known before processing, the required locks can be
determined by an additional phase before transaction processing. The
contribution in [41] describes such an approach which can be also
applied in our scenario.
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∨

∀ai (e) ∈ i, a0j (e) ∈ j :

qubits, gates provide elementary operations on one or
two qubits. For example, the Hadamard-Gate puts one
qubit into superposition and a Controlled-NOT(CNOT)Gate inverts a second qubit depending on the first [3].
A quantum computer is thus able to execute quantum
algorithms like Shor’s algorithm for factorizing large
numbers [38] or Grover’s algorithm for searching in
huge unsorted databases [22, 23].


(ai = w ∨ a0j = w) ⇒ a0j (e) → ai (e)
The two-phase-locking protocol fulfills the isolation
property by guaranteeing that each object is continuously
locked from its first to last access and during the entire
processing. An operation ai (e) of a transaction i is
suspended if another transaction j (i 6= j) already holds
a lock to the object e (and the held lock or the lock
to be acquired is an exclusive lock). In this way it is
guaranteed that all conflicting operations of transaction
j are executed before those operations of transaction i.
When using preclaiming of locks, according to [41] there
are no real limits (by determining the required locks
before transaction processing in an additional phase),
while the occurrence of deadlocks is eliminated, where
transactions wait for releasing the locks of each other.

2.2

2.2.3

Quantum annealers are a special form of quantum
computers [14, 33], which are designed to solve hard
optimization problems, but cannot execute quantum
algorithms like Shor’s algorithm. Quantum annealers
find the global minimum of a given objective function
by transforming a simplified objective function with
known global minimum into the objective function of
interest, so that the quantum annealer always remains
in the state of the global minimum, which represents
the desired result. The most widely-known quantum
annealers are manufactured by the canadian company DWave [9], which produced the first commercial quantum
computers.

Quantum Computer

Quantum computers are computers that are not based on
classical mechanics, instead they exploit the effects of
quantum mechanics.

2.2.1

Input format: Quantum annealers have very
limited input formats, such that all problems have
to be transformed into this input format before
being solved and transformed back after annealing.
Quantum annealers solve quadratic unconstrained
binary optimization (QUBO) problems [10, 17], which
belong to the class of NP-hard problems. A QUBOproblem is defined by N weighted binary variables
X1 , ..., XN ∈ {0, 1}, either as linear or quadratic term:
X
X
wi Xi +
wij Xi Xj , where wi , wij ∈ R

Basic Idea

Quantum mechanics describes the states and behavior of
particles that are smaller than the size of an atom and do
not follow the laws of classical physics. At this scale,
there occur effects that the quantum computer makes
use of, especially the principle of superposition and
that of quantum entanglement. The quantum computer
uses qubits, which can take on 2 states simultaneously
due to the principle of superposition. While a bit can
assume the state 0 or 1, a qubit assumes the states 0
and 1 simultaneously. If a measurement of the state
is made, the qubit changes to one of the two states.
Both states have relative probabilities with which they
are assumed in the measurement. The principle of
quantum entanglement enables the mutual influence of
qubits, since entangled qubits mutually influence their
probabilities. Imagining the principle of superposition
as a special form of parallel computing opens up a
new world of computation beyond polynomial time and
allows in theory an exponential speedup compared to
classical computers.

2.2.2

Quantum Annealers

0<i≤N

i≤j≤N

The quantum annealer transforms these weightings
into energy levels of single qubits or between two
qubits, and by minimizing the energy level the quantum
annealer finds a minimization of the objective function,
in other words a variable assignment for the QUBOproblem. The idea of quantum annealing is very close
to the simulated annealing approach [36] on traditional
computers (see Figure 3).

3

M ODELLING

In this section, we describe the formal model of
instances of the considered scheduling problem (see
Section 3.1) and afterwards formulate the scheduling
problem as QUBO-problems (see Section 3.2) for valid
solutions (see Section 3.3) and optimal solutions (see

Quantum Computing

Quantum computing finds desired solutions of a problem
by clever manipulation of single qubits as well as
entangled qubits. For the purpose of manipulating
4
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Energy/
Cost
Function

run parallel to each other, if they do not block each
other. We hence consider the scheduling problem, where
Classical Path
n transactions have to be distributed to k machines,
for Simulated
Annealing
taking into account that two transactions blocking each
other are never executed simultaneously. Thereby the
maximum execution time R (see Section 3.3.3) should
be minimized over all machines. An instance of this
Quantum
Tunnel
scheduling problem consists of a set T of transactions
Effect
with |T | = n, a set M of machines with |M | = k (see
Quantum
Global
Local
Figure
7) and a set O ⊆ T × T of blocking transactions
Tunnel
Minimum
Minima
Effect
(see Figure 6). Each transaction ti ∈ T has a certain
System Configuration/ length li (see Figure 4) and thus an upper bound ri =
Solution R − li for its start time (see Figure 5).

Figure 3: Simulated annealing (sa) [36] versus
quantum annealing (qa) to reach a global minimum
(simplified discussion): Quantum tunneling driven by
an external magnetic field “passes” high energy/cost
function “peaks” instead of climbing them as in sa.
Larger tunnels can be passed (qa) and bigger peaks
climbed (sa) with a high magnetic field (qa) and a
high temperature (sa). Then lower magnetic fields
(qa) and lower temperatures (sa) hinders to get out
of a valley of the energy (qa) and cost function (sa)
respectively with a global minimum. As long as the
function fits into the system configuration size, qa
determines the minimum in constant time in contrast
to sa, which takes longer times for more complex
functions.

3.1.1

This paper contains two running examples:
Example E1 : The first running example E1 deals with
a rather complex scenario and contains 8 transactions for
illustrating the model in Figure 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 and 10.
Example E2 : The second running example E2
contains a simpler configuration of transactions, but is
especially designed for illustrating the generated formula
to be minimized by a quantum annealer. In E2 , three
transactions are to be distributed on two machines. The
first transaction has a length of 2, the other two a length
of 1. Furthermore, the second and third transactions are
blocking each other in their execution. We use R = 2
for the maximum execution time4 .
Overall we have the following configuration for the
running example E2 :

Section 3.3.1), and optimize the total solution further
(see Section 3.3.2). Furthermore, we prove our proposed
formulation of optimizing transaction schedules as
QUBO-problems in Section 3.4. We finally propose a
cache for the formulas to be generated in order to speed
up preprocessing time in Section 3.5

3.1

R=2
T = {t1 , t2 , t3 } with |T | = 3
M = {m1 , m2 } with |M | = 2
O = {(t2 , t3 )}
l1 = 2, l2 = 1, l3 = 1
r1 = 0, r2 = 1, r3 = 1

Formal Model

The goal of this optimization is to reduce, or in the
best case completely eliminate, the waiting times of
transactions that use the two-phase-locking protocol. A
transaction must wait whenever it requests a lock, but
this lock is held by another transaction. In this case, one
transaction blocks the other and only one of the two can
be executed at a time. For simplicity of presentation, we
consider the conservative and strict two-phase-locking
protocol3 . We assume that k machines are available
for processing n transactions. Thus k transactions can
3

Running Examples

3.2

Formulation as QUBO-Problem

A QUBO-problem consists of binary variables that occur
weighted in linear or quadratic terms. The binary
variables
Xi,j,s for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ k, 0 ≤ s ≤ ri
contain the value 1 if transaction ti is started at time s on
machine mj , otherwise 0. For a valid schedule n of the
variables must hold the value 1 and all others 0, so that

As discussed in Section 2.1.1 and by using the approach in [41],
transactions can be also processed, which do not have a fixed set of
required locks, by introducing an additional processing phase before
transaction start.

4

5

We have to use a reasonable maximum execution time for minimizing
the formulas proposed in the following sections and describe an
approach for a clever determination of R in Section 3.3.3.

2

machine

5
4
1

2

1

3

transaction

6

3

7

8
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Figure 4: n = 8 transactions with their respective Figure 7: Transactions are scheduled on three
machines, the maximum runtime here is R = 10
lengths (Example E1 )
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runtime
Figure 5: n = 8 transactions with their respective
maximum start times (Example E1 )

Figure 8: Binary variables set for this schedule:
X110 , X312 , X420 , X721 , X623 , X526 , X230 , X835
(Example E1 )

for each transaction the respective start time is expressed.
The solution to this problem is the distribution of the
transactions to the different machines (see Figure 8).

3.3

Valid Solution

Constraints for a valid schedule are now formulated in
such a way that the resulting formula takes on high
values whenever the constraints for validity are not
satisfied and low values whenever they are satisfied.
Three constraints must be formulated so that minimizing
the formula guarantees a valid schedule:
A: Each transaction starts exactly once,

Figure 6: Black fields indicate blocking transactions
(Example E1 )
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X
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(
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j=1

s=0
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3

p
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runtime
Figure 9: The green line represents a starting time
4 of a transaction of length 4 on a machine. The
value q indicates that a second transaction of length
3 must not be started in the red area in front of
the green line, because otherwise the runtimes will
overlap. The value p expresses the time until when the
first transaction runs, so that no other transactions
may be started in the second red area either.

Xi,j,s − 1)2

|{z}

q

1

machine

B: two or more transactions cannot be executed at the
same time on the same machine, and
C: transactions that block each other cannot be
executed at the same time.
To ensure that each transaction starts exactly once, it
may only start once across all machines and possible
start times:

transactions machines start times

For the example configuration E2 of Section 3.1.1:
A = (X1,1,0 + X1,2,0 − 1)2
+ (X2,1,0 + X2,1,1 + X2,2,0 + X2,2,1 − 1)2
+ (X3,1,0 + X3,1,1 + X3,2,0 + X3,2,1 − 1)2

takes the value 1 and B overall takes the value 0.
For each machine, transaction and associated start time,
all invalid start times of all remaining transactions are
calculated and this combination is added to the formula.
B reaches the maximum, i.e., exactly the value of
all sums of the formula, in the case of pairwise both
variables take the value 1. The values q and p delimit the
range in which two transactions overlap in their runtimes
for certain start times (see Figure 9).
To avoid transactions that block each other being
executed at the same time, similar constraints are
established as for B:

A holds the value 0 if each transaction starts exactly
once, a higher one otherwise. If for a transaction the rear
term in brackets is multiplied with k · ri variables, only
terms with variables appear and offsets of 1 = −1 · −1.
Hence we obtain n offsets for n variables. Since a
QUBO-problem consists solely of linear and quadratic
terms, the offset has no place there and is ignored. Hence
during running the problem on a quantum annealer, A
finally retrieves only the value −n and the offset of n is
ignored. After the final formula has been minimized and
a variable assignment has been found, the offset can of
course be added again, but it does not play any role in
solving the problem.
To ensure that transactions do not run at the same time
on the same machine, the runtime is calculated in the
following way using the start time and the length of the
transactions:

machines

C=

z}|{
ri1
k
X
X

X

{ti1 ,ti2 }∈O j1 =1 s1 =0

|

{z

}

|{z}

blocking transactions
remaining
transactions

transactions
without tn

B=

k
X

z}|{
n−1
X

ri1
X

j=1

i1 =1

s1 =0 i2 =i1 +1 s2 =q

|{z}

machines

|{z}

z }| {
p
n
X
X

start times

remaining
machines

start times

z}|{
X

p
X

j2 ∈J

s2 =q

Xi1 ,j1 ,s1 Xi2 ,j2 ,s2

|{z}

invalid start times

for J = {1, ..., k} \ {j1 },
q = max{0, s1 − li2 + 1}, p = min{s1 + li1 , ri2 }

Xi1 ,j,s1 Xi2 ,j,s2

For the example configuration E2 of Section 3.1.1:

|{z}

invalid start times

C = X2,1,0 X3,2,0 + X2,1,1 X3,2,1

for q = max{0, s1 − li2 + 1}, p = min{s1 + li1 , ri2 }

+ X2,2,0 X3,1,0 + X2,2,1 X3,1,1

For the example configuration E2 of Section 3.1.1:

Similar to B, C takes the value 0, if no transactions
that block each other are executed at the same time
and so again only one of the variables pairwise takes
the value 1. For all pairs of blocking transactions, the
different invalid start combinations are determined and
added to the formula. C reaches the maximum, i.e.,
exactly the value of all sums of the formula, in the case
of pairwise both variables take the value 1.

B = X1,1,0 X2,1,0 + X1,1,0 X2,1,1 + X1,1,0 X3,1,0
+ X1,1,0 X3,1,1 + X2,1,0 X3,1,0 + X2,1,1 X3,1,1
+ X1,2,0 X2,2,0 + X1,2,0 X2,2,1 + X1,2,0 X3,2,0
+ X1,2,0 X3,2,1 + X2,2,0 X3,2,0 + X2,2,1 X3,2,1
If no transactions are running at the same time on
the same machine, at most one of the variables pairwise
7
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Optimal Solution

ws+li

3
1

number of machines

4

For an optimal solution, the variables are now weighted
so that minimizing the formula requires the earliest
possible start time for each transaction. Therefore the
calculated end time is weighted so that its weight exceeds
the sum of all weights of all machines for each smaller
end time. This is necessary because otherwise many
short transactions that are started early would keep the
weight lower than long transactions. As a result, long
transactions with a different weight distribution would
only be started at the end and thus the actual goal of
minimizing the maximum execution time would not be
achieved. The weight for an end time s + li looks like
this (see Figure 10):

runtime = 10
runtime = 9
runtime = 8
runtime = 7
runtime = 6
runtime = 5
runtime = 4
runtime = 3
runtime = 2
runtime = 1

2

3.3.1

0 0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25 0.3 0.35 0.4 0.45 0.5

weight

(k + 1)s+li −1
=
(k + 1)R

Figure 10: Display of weights for various numbers of
machines and end times (Example E1 )

By dividing by (k + 1)R , ws+li ∈ (0, 1) applies, which
requires that a valid solution is preferred to an optimal
one, since the weights in A, B and C always assume the which represent a valid schedule (here, only the variables
value |1| or higher. This results in the following formula: with the value 1 are specified, the rest take the value 0
accordingly):
ri
n X
k X
X
X1,1,0 , X2,2,0 , X3,2,1
D=
ws+li Xi,j,s
X1,1,0 , X2,2,1 , X3,2,0

i=1 j=1 s=0

X1,2,0 , X2,1,0 , X3,1,1

For the example configuration E2 of Section 3.1.1:
3
3
D = X1,1,0 + X1,2,0
9
9
3
1
+ X2,1,0 + X2,1,1 +
9
9
3
1
+ X3,1,0 + X3,1,1 +
9
9

3.3.2

X1,2,0 , X2,1,1 , X3,1,0
1
X2,2,0 +
9
1
X3,2,0 +
9

The solution represents which transaction is started when
and on which machine. P assumes the following value
for all four different variable assignments:

3
X2,2,1
9
3
X3,2,1
9

P = A + B + C + D = −3 + 0 + 0 +

2
7
= −2
9
9

If the offset is added (optional), then the result is:

Total Solution

P = A + B + C + D = −3 + 0 + 0 +

Together A, B, C and D form the actual formula, the
QUBO-problem, the solution of which is the solution of
the actual problem, a valid and optimal distribution of the
transactions to the different machines, so that if possible
there are no idle times and if possible each transaction
has no waiting time:

7
7
+3=
9
9

Both solutions are correct, for the purpose of simplicity
the offset is omitted here. The solution is illustrated in
Figure 11.

3.3.3

Minimization of Execution Time

P =A+B+C +D
The (maximal) execution time R is a critical parameter
during generation of the formula and its solving: If R is
too large, then we need too many unnecessary variables,
which increases the problem size and hence also the
time of preprocessing (but we still retrieve the correct
solution). If R is too small, then we do not obtain any
solution. In the latter case, we need to rerun the formula
generation and solving it on a quantum annealer with an
increased R.

A valid solution always assumes the value −n for A +
B + C and is increased by the value of D whenever an
optimal solution is reached.
For the example configuration E2 of Section 3.1.1,
the formula P is minimized if all three constraints for
a valid schedule are satisfied and the weights across all
variables are minimal. In this example, the formula is
minimized by four different variable assignments, all of
8
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runtime

2

1

Proof of Validity

The proof of validity consists of four steps:
• The formula P is minimized if each transaction is
started a maximum of once,
• P is minimized if each transaction is started at least
once,
• P is minimized if transactions are not executed at the
same time on the same machine, and
• P is minimized if transactions that block each other
are not executed at the same time.

2
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1

Proofs

We prove the correctness of the formula P described
in Section 3.2 in two steps: We first show that a
valid variable assignment minimizes the formula. Then
we reason about an optimal solution among all valid
solutions minimizes the formula.

1

machine

2
1

machine

3.4

2

runtime
(d) X1,2,0 , X2,1,1 , X3,1,0

Figure 11: Different Schedules (transaction 1 in blue,
transaction 2 in green and transaction 3 in red) for
example configuration E2

Lemma 1. The formula P is minimized if each
transaction is started a maximum of once.
Proof. Suppose the formula would be minimized if a
transaction is started twice, so if Xi,j1 ,s1 = Xi,j2 ,s2 = 1
for any transaction ti . If one of the two variables is now
set to the value 0, the value of A decreases by 1, the
values of B and C remain unchanged and the value of
1
D decreases by at least (k+1)
R . Thus, if one of the two
variables is set to the value 0, the value of the formula
decreases, contradicting the initial assumption.

The execution time R should therefore be reasonably
estimated in advance to avoid unnecessarily many runs
on a quantum annealer. Since a quantum annealer
executes many runs of the same problem, by slowly
increasing the previously estimated execution time, the
minimum execution time allowed by a valid schedule can
be determined. The lower bound of the execution time is
obviously the sum of all lengths divided by the number
of machines:
Pn
li
R = i=1
k
This value can be estimated even better when
considering the length of transactions. Two transactions
with lengths 1 and 9 cannot be executed by two machines
in time R = (1 + 9)/2 = 5. A more reasonable
estimation is:
Pn
li
R = max{ i=1 , max li }
k
i∈{1,...,n}

Lemma 2. The formula P is minimized if each
transaction is started at least once.
Proof. Assuming the formula would be minimized if a
Pk Pri
transaction is not started at all, so j=1 s=0
Xi,j,s =
0 for any transaction ti . If one of the variables is now
set to the value 1, the value of A decreases by 1, the
values of B and C remain unchanged and the value of D
1
increases by a maximum of k+1
, i.e., by a maximum of
1
2 . Thus, if one of the variables is set to the value 1, the
value of the formula decreases, contradicting the initial
assumption.

For the example configuration E2 of Section 3.1.1:

Lemma 3. The formula P is minimized if transactions
are not executed at the same time on the same machine.

4
R = max{ , 2} = 2
2

Proof. All transactions executed at the same time on
the same machine increase the value of B and thus the
value of the formula by 1. This minimizes the formula
if transactions are not executed at the same time on the
same machine.

If there is one very long transaction and many short
ones, the maximum execution time is obviously defined
by the length of the very long transaction. By slowly
increasing R the minimum execution time and a suitable
schedule are found. A valid schedule is identified by its
value, since this value does not differ significantly from
−n, but is significantly larger for an invalid schedule.

Lemma 4. The formula P is minimized if transactions
that block each other are not executed at the same time.
9
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Proof. All transactions that block each other and are
executed at the same time increase the value of C and
thus the value of the formula by 1. This minimizes the
formula when transactions that block each other are not
executed at the same time.

Transaction

Theorem 1. A valid variable assignment minimizes the
formula P .

Transaction

Result

Result

Client

Client

Batch i+j
Result of
…
Optimize
Batch i-1
Transaction Batch i+2
Schedule
Hardware
Batch i+1
CPU

Proof. This results from lemmas 1, 2, 3 and 4.

3.4.2

…

Proof of Optimality

Lemma 5. A minimum execution time minimizes
formula D.

Accelerator

Proof. Assuming R is the minimum execution time and
D would be minimized by a non minimum execution
time R + 1. Hence a weight wR+1 must appear in D.
Pk PR
wR+1 >
j=1
s=0 ws contradicts the assumption.
Analogous remarks apply for larger execution times R +
a with a > 1.

Process
Transactions

Batch i

Quantum
Annealer

Theorem 2. An optimal solution among all valid
solutions minimizes the formula P .

Database Server

Proof. A, B and C take the same value for each valid
solution. Hence D alone decides the selection among all
valid solutions. Since D requires for each transaction
the earliest possible end time and considering also
lemma 5, a minimal solution of P represents an optimal
transaction schedule with the earliest possible end time
of all transactions.

Figure 12: Pipelining the optimization of transaction
schedules and the processing of transaction batches:
The batches i + 2 to i + j of transactions are in the
queue for optimizing their schedule and processing,
the schedule of batch i + 1 is currently optimized by
the quantum annealer, batch i is currently processed
and the results of batch i − 1 are being transmitted to
the clients.

3.5

Caching Formulas
Preprocessing Time

to

Reduce

the

• The (maximal) execution time R depends on the
lengths of the transactions (see Section 3.3.3),
The preprocessing time to generate the formulas for the
•
hence the upper bounds of start times ri , ..., rn
quantum annealer depends on the length of the generated
depends
also on the lengths of transactions,
formula. We will show in Section 5.1.1 that this length
2
•
the
formulas
A, B and D depend on the fixed
and hence the preprocessing time is in O((n·k·R) ). We
parameters
k
and n, and on the lengths of the
discuss in this section how to reduce this preprocessing
transactions,
and
time by caching and reusing generated formulas.
We propose to optimize the transaction schedule of • the formula C is a sum of sub-formulas depending
on the fixed parameter k and the lengths of blocking
batches. By using pipelining we can optimize the
transactions as well as the identifiers of blocking
transaction schedule already of the next batch during
transactions.
the processing of the current batch of transactions (see
Hence we propose to use the lengths of transactions
Figure 12).
as
key to index the formulas A, B and D in a cache. In
In order to increase reusability of the generated
order
to achieve unique keys and avoid symmetric cases,
formulas and hence reduce cache misses, we assume the
we
sort
the lengths of transactions and use this unique
following parameters to be fixed:
representation
as key. The transactions are renumbered
• the number k of machines is typically fixed, because
according
to
the
position in the sorted list of their
the system does not change during runtime, and
lengths.
• the number n of transactions is fixed whenever batches
of transactions of the same sizes are processed.
For looking up the formulas A, B and D in the cache,
the keys are < 1, 2, 2, 3, 3, 4, 5, 6 > for the running
We observe the following facts:
10
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yes
In Cache?

the result. We use the notation cacheA+B+D (key(E))
for this caching functionality of the sum of the formulas
A, B and D for a transaction configuration E. We use
the notation cacheC (key(t0 , t00 )) for caching the subformulas

Return
Cache
Content

no

machines

z}|{
k
r0
X
X

Generate
Formula

remaining
machines

j1 =1 s1 =0

|{z}

start times

z}|{
X

p
X

j2 ∈J

s2 =q

Xt0 ,j1 ,s1 Xt00 ,j2 ,s2

|{z}

invalid start times

of C for a pair {t0 , t00 } of transactions and l0 length of t0 ,
l00 length of t00 , r0 = R−l0 , r00 = R−l00 , J = {1, ..., k}\
{j1 }, q = max{0, s1 − l00 + 1}, p = min{s1 + l0 , r00 }.
We use a renaming function ρti1 ←t0 ,ti2 ←t00 (F ), which
renames all variables in F , which are of the form Xt0 ,j,s
to Xi1 ,j,s and Xt00 ,j,s to Xi2 ,j,s .
Hence we alter the computation of P for a transaction
configuration E with a set O of blocking transactions in
the following way:

Add
Generated
Formula
to Cache

Return
Generated
Formula

P = cache
X A+B+D (key(E))
ρti1 ←t0 ,ti2 ←t00 (cacheC (key(ti1 , ti2 )))
+

Figure 13: Caching generated formulas

{ti1 ,ti2 }∈O

example E1 with transactions t1 : , t2 : , t3 : , t4 : ,
t5 : , t6 : , t7 : and t8 : (see Figure 4) and < 1, 1, 2 >
for the running example E2 .
For the formula C we propose to index its subformulas for each pair of blocking transactions in another
cache. Hence the key of this cache is composed of the
two lengths of blocking transactions. In order to achieve
unique keys and avoid symmetric cases, we sort the
lengths of the blocking transaction pairs. For the purpose
of a better reusing of the generated sub-formulas and in
order to reduce cache misses, we store sub-formulas only
for transactions t0 representing the shorter transaction
and t00 for the longer transaction, but have to rename the
binary variables in looked up formulas to the ones of the
blocking transactions after cache access.
For looking up the sub-formulas of C, the keys are <
2, 3 >, < 2, 4 > and < 3, 7 > for the running example
E1 and < 1, 1 > for the running example E2 .
In the following description, we use the function key
to determine the keys in form of a sorted sequence of the
lengths of transactions of a transaction configuration E
or of a pair of transactions {ti1 , ti2 }.
Every time we optimize a transaction schedule, we
first check our cache of formulas with a given key if
the formulas have already been determined before and
return the cache content if this is the case (see Figure 13).
If they have not been determined before, we compute
the formulas, store the result in the cache and return

|

{z

}

blocking transactions

For the running example E1 , we compute P according
to the following formula:
P = cacheA+B+D (< 1, 2, 2, 3, 3, 4, 5, 6 >)
+ ρt3 ←t0 ,t4 ←t00 (cacheC (< 2, 3 >))
+ ρt2 ←t0 ,t6 ←t00 (cacheC (< 2, 4 >))
+ ρt4 ←t0 ,t8 ←t00 (cacheC (< 3, 7 >))
If the main memory is full up, entries in the cache can
be removed to free up space according to least-recentlyused or other cache replacement policies. Alternatively
a disk-based index (like a B+ -tree or LSM tree) can be
used as main data structure for the cache in order to cache
a larger set of formulas exceeding main memory space.

4

I MPLEMENTATION
P ROBLEM

OF

THE

QUBO-

We implement the QUBO-problem described in Section
3.2 by using the Ocean Software of the company DWave [10]. The Ocean Software consists of a set of tools
that help to formulate a problem for quantum annealers
and solves the problem using either a classical computer
or a quantum annealer. By only adapting the code for
communicating with the quantum annealer, the same
code is runnable on a classical computer as well as on
a quantum annealer with minimal code modification.
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The software provides tools for communication with
the quantum annealer, for problem formulation through
various constraints, for problem solving through various
approaches, for embedding the problem on the quantum
annealer and many more. Additionally, the software
“PyQUBO” [30] is used, which allows to design QUBO
formulations from mathematical expressions. Since both
software is developed for Python, the implementation
is also written in Python. The packages “dimod” [1]
(for supporting QUBO models) and “dwave-neal” [2]
(for comparing the runtimes of quantum with those of
the simulated annealing) are additionally used. The
implementation calculates the QUBO-problem from a
list of transactions and their lengths, a number of
machines and a list of blocking transactions. The
execution time R for these transactions is estimated
in advance according to Section 3.3.3. The resulting
QUBO-problem is precisely solvable by testing all
possible variable assignments and thus those with the
lowest total value represent the optimal and valid
solution. For determining a solution on a classical
computer the Simulated-Annealing-Solver [2], one of
the Ocean Software tools, is used. For quantum
annealing the D-Wave Quantum-Annealer [11] offered
as cloud service is used.

contains O(n2 ·k·R2 ) terms and C in case all transactions
block each other O((n · k · R)2 ) terms. Calculating
the weights for D is performed in constant time. For
the worst case, we overall achieve a quadratic time for
preprocessing depending on the problem sizes:
O((n · k · R)2 )
For cases, where the number of conflicting transactions
is at most linear to n (which might be the typical case
for transaction workloads in operational systems), the
number of terms is dominated by the number of terms
in B (assuming n > k) and is hence O(n2 · k · R2 ).

5.1.2

Caching

Whenever the formula A + B + D is already given in
the cache cacheA+B+D and all sub-formulas of C in
cacheC , then we can determine the formula P in time
O(c + c · |O| · k 2 · R2 ), where c represents the time
of an index access, which is constant for hash tables
and quasi-constant (in practice with a logarithmic time
in theory) for indices typically used in databases like
B + -tree, LSM tree and similar5 . The factors k 2 · R2
are due to renaming the binary variables, but may be
reduced by implementation tricks. Dependent on the
application, |O| is also constant having few entries, is in
5 E VALUATION
O(n) whenever each transaction has a constant number
of conflicts, or is in O(n2 ) in the worst case whenever
In this section, we analyze the complexity (see each transaction is in conflict with (nearly) all the other
Section 5.1) in terms of preprocessing time (see transactions.
Section 5.1.1), cache sizes (see Section 5.1.2) and
We achieve optimal preprocessing times whenever
required qubits (see Section 5.1.3), and experimental there are no cache misses, i.e., the caches contain all
results comparing simulated with quantum annealing queried sub-formulas. This is definitely the case for
(see Section 5.2).
caches filled with formulas for all possible keys.
Let RT ≤ R be an upper bound for the transaction
5.1 Formal Analysis
length, i.e., ∀i ∈ {1, ..., n} : li ≤ RT . Whenever k and
n are also fixed, we can determine the number of possible
A time analysis for quantum computers as a function
keys in the following way: Due to sorting the lengths of
of problem variables such as number of transactions or
transactions for unique keys, the number of possible keys
number of machines is generally not possible, since for
is a n-combination with repetitions and hence is in

quantum computers the number of annealing runs as well
T +n−1)!
• O( RT +n−1
) = O( (R
n!·(RT −1)! ) for cacheA+B+D ,
n
as the times per annealing run and the times for readout
and in

can be determined in advance.
T +2−1)!
•
O( RT +2−1
) = O( (R
2
2!·(RT −1)! ) for cacheC .
We first determine the number of required qubits
While the number of possible keys is moderate for
and the time of preprocessing in terms of a complexity
small
RT and n and hence all formulas can be computed
analysis in Section 5.1.1. The problem sizes remain n for
in
advance,
these numbers are very large for bigger RT
the number of transactions, k for the number of machines
and
n.
The
only feasible approach is to use a cache for
and R for the maximum execution time.
bigger RT and n, such that the formulas for the different
keys are computed one after the other and reused for
5.1.1 Preprocessing Time Without Caching
following computations. For example, RT ≤ 10 and
O(n · k · R) binary variables are used within the 5
However, for cache implementations there is still tool support missing
formula for distributing transactions to k machines to
for precompiling only parts of the formulas, which can be combined
afterwards quickly for deployment on the quantum annealer.
be minimized. A and D contain O(n · k · R) terms, B
12

O((n · k · R)2 )
The maximum number of variables is thus limited by
the root of the number of qubits. Figure 14 shows the
number of required qubits as a function of the number
of variables, where the horizontal lines represent the
numbers of qubits of available quantum annealers.

Experimental Analysis

For the experimental analysis, the time of solving
is measured using simulated annealing and quantum
annealing.
We present the details about the test
configurations (i.e., number of cores, maximum
execution times, transactions and conflicts between
them, their start times and lengths) in the Appendix.
For quantum annealing we use the cloud-service
available at [11], which offers free access to a D-Wave
2000Q quantum computer for some time. The offered
free time was enough to run the experimental evaluation
described in Section 5.2.1.

5640
2048

In quantum annealers from D-Wave, qubits are arranged
in the Chimera structure, which simply states that each
qubit is entangled with a maximum of six other qubits.
If the binary variables occur in quadratic terms, the
entanglements are weighted accordingly. Since only
entanglements can be weighted, but no single qubits and
binary variables usually occur weighted with more than
six other variables together, several qubits are defined as
one variable. The individual weights are now distributed
over the entanglements of the qubits of a variable. For
the entanglements one qubit per variable is selected and
the entanglement is weighted. Consequently, the number
of qubits required depends on how many connections the
binary variables have with each other. A and D do not
contain quadratic terms and are therefore not important.
In B each variable is connected to a maximum of
O(n · R) others, in C to a maximum of O(n · k · R). The
number of required qubits thus increases quadratically
dependent on the problem sizes:

5.2

number of required qubits

Required Qubits

2017:D-Wave 2000Q

2015:D-Wave 2X
2013:D-Wave Two
2011:D-Wave One

0

5.1.3

2020:Pegasus P16

1152

n ≤ 20 causes at most 10, 015, 005 possible keys,
which might be suitable for precomputing all formulas
in advance (using a big cluster), while there are above 1
billion possible keys for RT = 20 and n ≥ 15.
Real-world applications often use some form of
transaction templates [34], such that transaction
configurations and hence the keys for the caches may
often repeat. According to this observation, the cache
miss rate will quickly decrease when using a cache for
precomputed formulas.
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Figure 14: Required qubits depending on the
number of variables and available qubits of D-Wave
Quantum-Annealers

The experiments for preprocessing and simulated
annealing are run on an i7-4510U dual core CPU with
2.0 GHz and 8 GB main memory running Windows 10.
Every simulated annealing run and quantum annealing
run was measured a hundred times and the lowest value
is determined as an (almost) optimal solution. We
present the overall total time of these hundred runs in
the following sections.

5.2.1

Runtimes Quantum Annealing

Due to the limited number of qubits only small problem
instances could be measured by quantum annealing (see
Figure 15). The preprocessing time for generating the
formula is the same for simulated as well as for quantum
annealing, as both take the formula as input and find a
minimal solution for it.
For every quantum annealing run the determined
runtime is 20 microseconds as well as 274 microseconds
for the readout, such that we verify the constant runtimes
of quantum annealing in the experiments. Measuring
a hundred times takes hence 29.4 milliseconds. While
for the runtime of two transactions simulated annealing
is still faster than quantum annealing, already problem
13
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Figure 16: Runtimes for R = 20
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Preprocessing
Simulated Annealing
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runtime in seconds

sizes with 3 transactions and above are faster with
quantum annealing with an observed speedup up to
approx. 2.65. Once quantum annealers supporting more
qubits are available, larger problem sizes can be solved
with quantum annealing. As the times for quantum
annealing and readout are constant, but simulated
annealing runs become slower for larger problem sizes
due to the more complex evaluation of larger formulas,
larger speedups will be probably achieved when running
on future quantum annealers.

80

100

120

Figure 15: Runtimes of simulated annealing versus
quantum annealing for k = 2

5.2.2

Runtimes Simulated Annealing

10

15

20

number of transactions
For simulated annealing, we don’t have limitations
concerning the number of variables used in the formula
to minimize. Hence we measure the runtimes of
simulated annealing for larger problem sizes (see Figure
16 and 17). With a total of around 30 milliseconds the
(constant) runtime of pure optimization by the quantum
annealer is significantly better than that of simulated
annealing even for relatively small problem instances.
Assuming that also future quantum annealers will have
approximately the same (constant) runtimes, speedups
of quantum in comparison to simulated annealing up
to 3300 for the problem sizes in Figure 16 and 17 are
achievable.

5.2.3

Figure 17: Runtimes for R = 50
Figure 18). The number of required variables is hence
a better and more simple measure for the problem size
than considering all information of the configuration of
transactions.
The runtimes of quantum annealing is obviously
constant and hence does not depend on the number of
required variables, but only small problem sizes can be
solved due to the limited number of qubits supported by
the quantum annealer.

Runtimes versus Number of Required 6
Variables

The runtimes of the preprocessing phase as well as
simulated annealing are dependent on the number
of required variables in the generated formulas (see

F URTHER R ELATED W ORK

We introduce related work about the job shop scheduling
problems in Section 6.1, optimizing transaction
schedules in Section 6.2, simulated annealing in
Section 6.3, quantum computing in Section 6.4,
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101

parallel approaches in order to speed up reordering.
The contributions in [13] investigate only backward
validation for OCC, but we consider optimizing
transaction schedules for 2 phase locking.

100

6.3

Runtime in milliseconds

102

10−1
Preprocessing
Quantum Annealing
Simulated Annealing

−2

10

101

102
103
Required Variables

Figure 18: Execution times in relation to number of
required variables

quantum databases in Section 6.5 and hardwareaccelerated databases in Section 6.6.

6.1

Job Shop Scheduling Problems

The job shop scheduling problems (JSSP) are among
the hardest combinatorial optimization problems [16].
Many heuristic approaches have been used to solve
JSSP like simulated annealing [29], neural network
[15], genetic algorithm [12], ant colony optimization
[26], evolutionary algorithms [40], tabu search [35],
and other approaches [7, 44, 28]. The contribution in
[43] discusses solving job shop scheduling problems
with quantum computers. The transaction schedule
problem is similar to the job shop scheduling problem,
but additionally considers that transactions can block
each other when accessing the same data objects.

6.2

Optimizing Transaction Schedules

The authors in [13] have investigated reordering for
optimistic concurrency control (OCC) approaches and
introduce
• storage batching for reordering transaction reads and
writes at the storage layer (in order to reduce conflicts
on the same object), and
• validator batching for reordering transactions before
validation (in order to reduce conflicts between
transactions).
Transaction reordering for OCC is a non-trivial problem
because of the dependencies between transactions. The
authors in [13] hence introduce several approaches
considering various transaction precedence policies like
reducing tail latency. The presented approaches are

Database Tasks and Simulated Annealing

Simulated Annealing [36] has early been used for
query optimizing [27], where a state space representing
the equivalent algebraic forms of the query is defined
together with a cost function for the states. Using
simulated annealing the state with minimal costs are
searched for.
[31] proposes a simulated annealing approach to select
an optimal set of views to be materialized.
The authors of [25] formulate the data clustering
problem as a graph partition problem by introducing
a decomposition-based approach for reducing excessive
disk accesses during simulated annealing.
In [5]
the horizontal fragmentation selection problem defining
optimal disjoint sets of rows in relational warehouse
tables to be separately stored and processed in parallel is
solved by proposing a hybrid method combining genetic
and simulated annealing algorithms.
Liu proposes in [32] a data mining algorithm for
association rules mining by combining quantum-inspired
genetic algorithm and simulated annealing.
[46] introduces spiders for internet search engines
based on simulated annealing adjusting themselves
according to the search progress or personalizations
considering users’ preferences or behavior.

6.4

Quantum Computing Including Quantum
Annealing and Adiabatic Quantum
Computation

In the last decade quantum computing including
special forms like quantum annealing solving quadratic
unconstrained binary optimization (QUBO) problems
[10, 17] has become more and more popular and the
range of applications wider and wider [22, 24, 37, 38],
leading to a lot of time and money being spent on
research in this area. Many scientific papers deal with
the comparison of standard algorithms and quantum
algorithms [4] and quite a few of them belong to the
field of optimization problems [39, 42, 43]. For example,
quantum annealing has been used to calculate urban
motion flows for traffic control purposes [18] in a large
city like Barcelona for the prediction of who wants to use
which means of transport when and where6 .
6

15

investigated
by
Volkswagen,
see
https://www.volkswagenag.com/en/news/stories/2018/11/intelligenttraffic-control-with-quantum-computers.html
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6.5

Quantum Databases

found (like in query optimization and multi-version
concurrency control (MVCC)). Complex operations
There are only few contributions dealing with optimizing like joins processing large data inputs are very suitable
database problems with quantum computers like query for GPU-acceleration, too (see e.g. [47] for especially
optimization [42].
designed joins for SPARQL processing on GPUs). Other
The contribution in [42] deals with the problem of contributions include approximate searching [21].
multiple query optimization (MQO) by transforming a
FPGAs are ideal suitable for data-flow-driven
MQO problem instance into a mathematical formula that algorithms (like processing an execution plan for
can be solved by the quantum annealer. In experiments evaluating queries in a streaming way without blockthe quantum annealer is already up to three orders of wise materialization of intermediate steps like it is the
magnitude faster than other MQO algorithms executed case for many-core CPUs and GPUs), but also any
on a traditional computer, although a limited number arbitrary type of parallelism can be offered by FPGAs.
of qubits of a quantum annealer results in only small FPGA-acceleration of SPARQL query processing as
problem sizes of MQO that can be solved by a quantum discussed in e.g. [45] achieves scalable speedups
annealer.
even increasing with larger data sets.
Dynamic
The authors in [37] introduce an execution model for partial reconfiguration enables FPGAs to dynamically
resource transactions enabling deferred assignment of exchange their configurations to process different
values to variables in committed transactions. Their queries at runtime [45].
approach maintains the database in a partially uncertain
While GPUs and FPGAs are suitable to find all
state, which they call quantum state, and updating solutions in a huge problem space, quantum computers
it according to succeeding transactional operations. are able to find only one of the best solutions, which
While the authors call the resulting database a quantum limits the kinds of problems to be solved.
database, we prefer to call all databases that make use of
a quantum computer as hardware accelerator quantum
databases, which is more general than restricting the 7 S UMMARY AND C ONCLUSIONS
term quantum database to the authors’ transaction model.
Although the authors’ transaction model seems to be In this paper, we show how to transform the optimization
quite suitable to be executed on a quantum computer, the problem of distributing transactions to cores of multiauthors run only experiments on traditional computers core CPU machines, such that they are not blocking
and did not prove the suitability of their model for each other and are finished at the earliest possible time,
quantum computers.
into a QUBO-problem that can be solved by quantum
We introduce in [6] our approach to optimize annealers, which are quantum computers specialized to
transaction schedules in order to avoid blocking by solve QUBO-problems. We prove our transformation
a quantum annealer. In this paper we extend the scheme to be valid and optimal. We propose to use
contributions of [6] by detailing more about the basics, a cache of transformed problems in order to further
provide the proofs of validity and optimality, discuss decrease processing times. In the evaluation, the number
approaches to reduce the preprocessing times by caching of qubits required for the QUBO-problem of distributing
parts of the formulas to be generated and discuss further transactions and the time needed for the transformation
related work.
(with and without caching) are analyzed. Furthermore,
we determine the size of a fully materialized cache
for all possible problems (when fixing the number of
6.6 Hardware-Accelerated Databases
cores, transactions and maximum processing time). We
Hardware-accelerated servers [20] speed up database achieve runtime speedups of up to 2.6 of a quantum
tasks by utilizing the massive parallelism of special annealer compared to the one of simulated annealing
hardware behind today’s multi-core CPUs.
Most on a classical computer in comprehensive experiments,
contributions of hardware-accelerated servers in although we tested so far only relatively small problem
research use graphical processing units (GPUs) sizes due to limited number of qubits of current quantum
consisting of several thousand computing cores or annealers. However, these experiments promise much
field-programmable gate arrays (FPGAs) supporting to higher speedups for future generations of quantum
reconfigure interconnects for connecting programmable annealers supporting many more qubits. Thus an
logic blocks with each other. The massive parallel increased interest in solving these kinds of optimization
processing of execution plans are ideal for many- problems by quantum computers is very likely in the
core CPUs and GPUs as well as whenever the future.
best possibilities among enumerated ones must be
In our future work we will investigate how to improve
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e.g. the preprocessing time by using heuristics and
allowing suboptimal solutions, which are close to the
optimal one. Furthermore, we will investigate how to
solve the problem of optimizing transaction schedules by
applying quantum computers following the gate model
and will compare it with our proposed approach utilizing
quantum annealing. We may also consider to accelerate
other transaction models and synchronization problems
as well as other areas of database research by quantum
computers.
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A PPENDIX
We present the test configurations for Figure 15,16 and 17 in the following tables. For each test configuration, we
assume T = {t1 , ..., tn } and M = {m1 , ..., mk }. The last column of the following table contains the number of
required variables.
Fig.

k

15

2

n
2
3
4
5

R
8
5
4
2

2
4

10

8
2
4
16

15

8

20

2

O
{}
{(t1 , t3 )}
{(t2 , t4 )}
{(t1 , t2 ), (t4 , t5 )}
{(t1 , t3 ), (t3 , t4 ),
(t7 , t8 )}
{(t1 , t2 ), (t9 , t10 )}
{(t1 , t2 ), (t3 , t4 ),
(t5 , t6 )}
{(t2 , t3 ), (t4 , t6 ),
(t5 , t10 ), (t1 , t15 )}
{(t1 , t2 ), (t3 , t4 ),
(t7 , t8 )}
{(t2 , t4 ), (t3 , t6 ),
(t3 , t14 )}
{(t5 , t12 ), (t6 , t18 ),
(t7 , t20 ), (t8 , t20 )}
{(t1 , t2 ), (t2 , t17 ),
(t5 , t9 )}

4
20
8

{(t2 , t4 ), (t8 , t19 ),
(t11 , t13 )}

2

{(t2 , t10 ), (t3 , t4 )}

4

10

{(t1 , t2 ), (t9 , t10 )}

2
4

15

17

50
2

4

20

{(t1 , t2 ), (t3 , t11 ),
(t5 , t10 )}
{(t1 , t3 ), (t3 , t4 ),
(t7 , t9 ), (t11 , t12 )}
{(t4 , t5 ), (t5 , t6 ),
(t12 , t13 ), (t17 ,
t18 )}
{(t3 , t17 ), (t5 , t7 ),
(t6 , t8 )}

l1 , ..., ln
8, 4
4, 5, 1
3, 2, 1, 2
1, 1, 1, 1, 1
5, 7, 1, 1, 3, 4, 4, 2, 8,
5
10, 14, 8, 5, 4, 7, 6,
10, 3, 13
16, 20, 5, 15, 4, 6, 14,
10, 6, 12
4, 2, 3, 1, 4, 6, 2, 1, 5,
1, 1, 3, 2, 4, 1
6, 4, 3, 1, 2, 8, 7, 10,
6, 11, 1, 3, 6, 4, 8
9, 12, 5, 3, 8, 14, 3, 7,
8, 1, 2, 4, 20, 1, 3
1, 1, 1, 2, 4, 1, 1, 2, 1,
1, 2, 2, 2, 1, 1, 1, 1, 6,
5, 4
3, 4, 1, 2, 4, 1, 1, 7, 1,
10, 1, 9, 5, 3, 8, 5, 2,
7, 1, 8
7, 16, 8, 4, 11, 4, 6, 5,
7, 12, 19, 13, 1, 9, 1,
2, 3, 4, 15, 14
15, 17, 10, 10, 4, 9, 8,
12, 2, 13
20, 21, 12, 25, 24, 16,
27, 15, 18, 22
6, 7, 3, 1, 12, 8, 7, 10,
4, 11, 1, 13, 6, 4, 8
15, 12, 9, 1, 12, 22,
23, 14, 9, 8, 14, 17,
24, 13, 7
3, 4, 1, 2, 4, 1, 10, 7,
1, 11, 1, 9, 8, 3, 8, 5,
2, 7, 1, 12
12, 17, 19, 4, 11, 22,
3, 14, 23, 2, 9, 12, 2,
12, 12, 4, 5, 2, 3, 14

20

r1 , ..., rn
0, 4
1, 0, 4
1, 2, 3, 2
1, 1, 1, 1, 1
15, 13, 19, 19, 15, 16, 16, 18,
12, 15
10, 6, 12, 15, 16, 13, 14, 10,
17, 7
4, 0, 15, 5, 16, 14, 6, 10, 14, 8

req. var.
8
10
16
10
320

16, 18, 17, 19, 16, 14, 18, 19,
15, 19, 19, 17, 18, 16, 19
14, 16, 17, 19, 18, 12, 13, 10,
14, 9, 19, 17, 14, 16, 12
11, 8, 15, 17, 12, 6, 17, 13, 12,
19, 18, 16, 0, 19, 17
19, 19, 19, 18, 16, 19, 19, 18,
19, 19, 18, 18, 18, 19, 19, 19,
19, 14, 15, 16
17, 16, 19, 18, 16, 19, 19, 13,
19, 10, 19, 11, 15, 17, 12, 15,
18, 13, 19, 12
13, 4, 12, 16, 9, 16, 14, 15, 13,
8, 1, 7, 19, 11, 19, 18, 17, 16,
5, 6
35, 33, 40, 40, 46, 41, 42, 38,
48, 37
30, 29, 38, 25, 26, 34, 23, 35,
32, 28
44, 43, 47, 49, 38, 42, 43, 40,
46, 39, 49, 37, 44, 46, 42
35, 38, 41, 49, 38, 28, 27, 36,
41, 42, 36, 33, 26, 37, 43

520

47, 46, 49, 48, 46, 49, 40, 43,
49, 39, 49, 41, 42, 48, 42, 45,
48, 43, 49, 38
38, 33, 31, 46, 39, 28, 47, 36,
27, 48, 41, 38, 48, 38, 38, 46,
45, 48, 47, 36

1800

480
736

880
1600
720

1268

1912

800
1200
1298
2200

3192
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